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QR And was identi�ed as an optial ounterpart of the supersoft X-ray soure RXJ0019.8+2156 by Beuermann et al. (1995). It is a lose elipsing binary with the orbitalperiod of 15.85 hours. QR And displays both a ompliated orbital photometri mod-ulation with an amplitude of about 0.5 mag and long-term variations by up to 2 mag(Greiner and Wenzel 1995, Will and Barwig 1996). In addition, rapid utuations on thetime sale of an hour are superposed on the orbital modulation (e.g. Meyer-Hofmeisteret al. 1998). The properties of QR And are ommonly understood in terms of the modelfor the supersoft X-ray soures by van den Heuvel et al. (1992) whih supposes a steady-state thermonulear burning of the areted matter on the surfae of the white dwarf ina binary. A large part of the luminosity in the optial region is due to irradiation of thedisk and the ompanion star by the white dwarf. The optial ativity was interpreted interms of variations of the aretion disk with a high rim (Meyer-Hofmeister et al. 1997).QR And has been monitored in the framework of the observational ampaign of theMED�UZA group of the Variable Star Setion of CAS, started in 1998. Here we reportjust the CCD observations in the V passband. They were obtained at Brno Observatorywith Newton 400/2250 mm, equipped with the CCD amera SBIG ST-7, and at HradeKr�alov�e Observatory using Newton 250/1250 mm and CCD amera SBIG ST-5.Series of densely spaed measurements, overing up to several hours, were seured inmost nights, the typial exposure time being 1 minute. The variable, the omparison starand the hek star were plaed in the same image. The typial standard deviation of themeasurements is about 0.02 mag(V ). The omparison star was idential to that used byMatsumoto (1996), having V = 13:01� 0:01.All CCD observations were folded with the orbital period aording to several ephemeri-des. The ephemeris by Greiner and Wenzel (1995) whih was valid between the years1955{1993 did not yield good result. The primary minimum of the folded CCD light urvetended to our too late and did not oinide with phase 0.0. Although our observationsdid not over the primary minimum ompletely this phase shift was well visible. Onthe other hand, the ephemeris by Will and Barwig (1996). T (min: I) = 2448887:509 +
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Figure 1. Orbital modulation of QR And in the V -�lter over the years 1998{2001. The respetive runsare resolved. The orbital ephemeris by Will and Barwig (1996) was used. See text for details
0:6604721�E, yielded better agreement (Fig. 1). It an be seen that the primary minimumof the folded light urve plausibly agrees with phase 0.0 now. Our observations thereforespeak in favour of shortening the orbital period, �rst revealed by Will and Barwig (1996).The satter of the folded light urve of QR And in Fig. 1 is appreiable and alsothe shape of the modulation di�ers from the urves published previously. For examplethe folded light urve by Matsumoto (1996; his Fig. 1), omposed of the data seuredduring the year 1995, displays a higher brightness before phase 0.5 than after it. On theontrary, our observations form a urve whih is rather sattered within phases 0.2{0.7.This di�erene and satter are aused mainly by the long-term hanges, as an be seenfrom a omparison of the ourses in the respetive nights; variations as large as 0.5 mag(V )are apparent near phase 0.2 (Fig. 1). Notie the prominent variations of the rise from theprimary minimum. There is a learly apparent bump on egress at phase approx. 0.1 whenthe level of out-elipse brightness is low. On the other hand, this feature is absent whenQR And is generally brighter. This phenomenon may be tentatively interpreted in termsof variations of the pro�le of the elevated disk rim. The model by Meyer-Hofmeister et al.(1998, their Figs. 2 and 3) shows that in priniple this bump may be produed if the rimis less pronouned in a lower state. The height of the rim depends on the mass transferrate.The amplitude of the orbital modulation in QR And over the interval overed by ourobservations is omparable to that of the long-term hanges and it makes them less dis-ernible. However, if we limit ourselves to the out-elipse observations and divide thelight urve into phase intervals then the long-term variations an better be assessed. Be-ause the previous analyses revealed that the orbital light urve of QR And is asymmetri(ingress into primary elipse is longer than egress (e.g. Will and Barwig 1996, Matsumoto1996)) we will use the phases 0.1{0.8 only. The result is shown in Fig. 2 where eah point
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Figure 2. Long-term variations of QR And in the V -�lter over the years 1998{2001. Only theout-elipse data, divided into phase intervals, were used to suppress the inuene of the orbitalmodulation. Eah point represents the mean brightness in eah bin in a given night. The error barsdenote the standard deviations. See text for details
represents the mean brightness in eah bin in a given night. Both the real hanges andthe observational noise ontribute to the standard deviation of eah bin, marked in Fig. 2.It an be seen that QR And underwent an episode of a shallow low state; the rapid risefrom it an learly be resolved.Aknowledgements: This researh has made use of NASA's Astrophysis Data SystemAbstrat Servie. The support by the projet ESA PRODEX INTEGRAL 14527 is a-knowledged. The researh of V.�S. is supported by the post-dotoral grant 205/00/P013of the Grant Ageny of the Czeh Republi.
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